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About me

CTO/Cofounder of Dataro

10 yrs of software / database / ML

engineering (I stopped counting after 10)                                                                                                     

Stoked to be working on state-of-the-art

technology for awesome causes!



Agenda

 The (near) future of AI & Fundraising

  AI Explainer

 Case studies & What we've learned

❤ AI for Fundraising: Theory & Practice



Artificial Intelligence

Computer systems that replicate
or exceed aspects of human or

animal intelligence



Aspects of Intelligence

Driverless Cars Data Analysis Content Recommendation

Spam Filters Medical Image AnalysisManufacturing



Many kinds of AI

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Machine Learning (ML)

Rule-Based

Systems

Deep Learning

(DL)

Large Language Models 

(LLMs i.e. GPT)



AI for Fundraising

Biggest win (right now)?
 
 

Run more efficient fundraising
programs using AI-powered donor

scoring!



Current fundraising programs
treat the donor like a segment



Current fundraising programs
treat the donor like a segment

Gave a gift in past 3 months



Current fundraising programs
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Gave a gift in past 3 months



Let's treat them like individuals

Conversion ask



Let's treat them like individuals

Most likely to convertUnlikely to convert

Conversion ask



from this... to this

Most likely to conUnlikely to convert

Conversion ask

Unlikely to convert

Most likely to convert

Conversion ask



Why does AI lead to better fundraising outcomes?

Last gift

Gift count

Gift value

All transactions history

All commitments

All communications

All actions

Age

Gender

Location

Payment method

Acquisition channel

Relationships

Education

Memberships

...

 

Most charities only use

3 data points in

selecting donors for

fundraising campaigns

Fundraising Data

AI can take into account 

hundreds of data points

and rigorously evaluate

which factors are important 

and how they relate



How does Machine Learning work?

Find all the times people have converted in the history of the

database

Look at the patterns of events leading to each conversion

Generate hypotheses to match patterns to conversions

Keep only the patterns that prove to be predictive many

times

Use these patterns or 'model' to predict future conversions

Let's say we want to predict who will convert to RG

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Fundraising AI (in practice)

High LTV

Acquisition: Telethon

Engaged in email

99%

Likelihood to 

become a recurring giver

Age: 37

Last gift: Recent

Gift size increasing

Date: July



7%

Likelihood to 

give a major gift

91%

Likelihood to 

give via email

21%

Likelihood to 

give to an appeal

99%

Likelihood to 

become a recurring giver

Fundraising AI (in practice)



Likelihood to 

become a recurring giver

Likelihood to 

churn/cancel

Likelihood to 

reactivate

Fundraising AI (in practice)

99% 99% 99% 99%

Likelihood to 

give a major gift

Best monthly
conversion prospects

Donors most likely to
cancel

Best lapsed donor
reactivation prospects

Best major donor
prospects



We founded Dataro in November 2017

Original goal was to make state-of-the-art AI & ML accessible

for NFPs

We have deployed our AI software to >130 organisations

internationally

We've learned a lot along the way...



Building an ML model is only one part of the solution

System and operational integration, training users,

experiments and reporting, reliability, etc,...



Case Study Highlights

Receiving >$1M additional gifts for an Appeals program over 12 months

Decreasing RG Churn by 15%

Identifying additional $266k of mid-value donations in a single appeal

Increasing recurring giving conversion response rate from 6% to 11%

Increasing RG reactivation rates from 9.8% to 23.8%

Increasing Major Gift revenue by 15%

By using AI to find the best prospects, organisations can achieve results like:

 

https://dataro.io/case-studies/                            



Beyond the numbers

I strongly believe that this technology is

not just better for fundraisers, it is also a

better experience for donors 



FROM THE FRONT LINES OF A

RETENTION CAMPAIGN

"I just spoke to [Amy] and she made a point of saying

that we are the only charity who rang her throughout

COVID and thanked her for her generosity and

support. [Amy] donates to multiple charities who have

all rung her and asked for more money. She said

because of that, she has cancelled her support of

other charities and continued to support [our charity]"



What can AI do for you?

Who
When
Why
How
What



Bruce
Now!
Convert to monthly
Email
?

Who
When
Why
How
What

What can AI do for you now?

95%

Likelihood to 

become a recurring giver



Bruce
Now!
Convert to monthly
Email
?

Who
When
Why
How
What

What can AI do for you tomorrow?

95%

Likelihood to 

become a recurring giver



The next generation of AI tools



Generative Models



MODELDATA PREDICTION

Predictive vs. Generative
Models

MODELNEW DATA INPUT

Predictive Model

Generative Model



Generative Models



GPT for NFPs



Chat GPT

Incredibly easy to get something

almost good.

 

Very tricky to get something

really good!  



Dataro AI Assist



Suggest Email Subject Lines



Rewrite all your touchpoints



Tailor to Segment



Create Quality Appeals



Create Quality Appeals



Analyse your data in
natural language!



Interested in AI Assist?
Sign up for the beta!

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/14240372/



Thank you!

"AI is going to tremendously change what fundraisers can

do with data and how they think about interacting with

constituents.

However, the core factors of mission, narrative and

authenticity will become even more important."

Dave Lyndon
dave@dataro.io

Final thoughts

www.dataro.io


